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Abstract

Background: Diagnostic errors have been attributed to cognitive biases (reasoning shortcuts), which are thought
to result from fast reasoning. Suggested solutions include slowing down the reasoning process. However, slower
reasoning is not necessarily more accurate than faster reasoning. In this study, we studied the relationship between
time to diagnose and diagnostic accuracy.

Methods: We conducted a multi-center within-subjects experiment where we prospectively induced availability
bias (using Mamede et al.’s methodology) in 117 internal medicine residents. Subsequently, residents diagnosed
cases that resembled those bias cases but had another correct diagnosis. We determined whether residents were
correct, incorrect due to bias (i.e. they provided the diagnosis induced by availability bias) or due to other causes
(i.e. they provided another incorrect diagnosis) and compared time to diagnose.

Results: We did not successfully induce bias: no significant effect of availability bias was found. Therefore, we
compared correct diagnoses to all incorrect diagnoses. Residents reached correct diagnoses faster than incorrect
diagnoses (115 s vs. 129 s, p < .001). Exploratory analyses of cases where bias was induced showed a trend of time
to diagnose for bias diagnoses to be more similar to correct diagnoses (115 s vs 115 s, p = .971) than to other errors
(115 s vs 136 s, p = .082).

Conclusions: We showed that correct diagnoses were made faster than incorrect diagnoses, even within subjects.
Errors due to availability bias may be different: exploratory analyses suggest a trend that biased cases were
diagnosed faster than incorrect diagnoses. The hypothesis that fast reasoning leads to diagnostic errors should be
revisited, but more research into the characteristics of cognitive biases is important because they may be different
from other causes of diagnostic errors.
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Background
Diagnostic errors are a serious patient safety concern
that went largely unrecognized [1] until the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
(NASEM) published the report ‘Improving Diagnosis in
Healthcare’ in 2015 [2]. Understanding the underlying
causes of diagnostic errors is a crucial step towards re-
ducing those errors. Research findings of a variety of
studies [3–6] have led to the consensus that cognitive
flaws are a major cause of diagnostic errors [7–12].
However, researchers disagree about the type of cogni-
tive flaw that is the main cause [13, 14]. The discussion
is centered around the question whether cognitive biases
or other cognitive flaws, such as knowledge deficits, are
the most common cause of error [13]. In the diagnostic
error literature, a common explanation is that errors are
caused by cognitive biases due to fast reasoning and that
slowing down and taking more time can prevent these
errors [8, 10, 15, 16]. Contributing to clarifying the influ-
ence of time taken to diagnosis on the likelihood of
making mistakes is of the utmost importance in deter-
mining what strategies may be effective in decreasing
diagnostic errors.
Diagnostic reasoning is frequently described by dual

process theory (DPT), an influential theory on decision-
making in the field of psychology [17, 18]. DPT de-
scribes that reasoning consists of two systems, called
System 1 and System 2 [18]. System 1 relies on heuris-
tics (mental shortcuts) and on fast and automatic rea-
soning. We are only conscious of the final product of
System 1 reasoning and therefore it is called non-analyt-
ical reasoning. On the other hand, System 2 is slow, se-
quential, and allows for deliberate reasoning, although
the system is limited by the capacity of our working
memory. System 2 reasoning is regulated: we are con-
scious of both the process and the result, and therefore
it is called analytical reasoning [16–19]. The separation
of System 1 and System 2 is primarily relevant in theory,
as non-analytic and analytic processes tend to blend to-
gether in practice.
The shortcuts in non-analytical reasoning can intro-

duce cognitive biases (predispositions to think in a way
that leads to systematic failures in judgement [17]). An
example is availability bias, where people rely on exam-
ples that come to mind easily; e.g. clinicians are more
likely to diagnose a patient with the same condition as
in a recently seen patient [6]. Based on this rationale,
non-analytical (and therefore, fast) reasoning is pur-
ported to be a major cause of bias-induced diagnostic er-
rors [7, 12, 15, 16, 20, 21].
To prevent such errors, many interventions stimulate

slower, more analytical reasoning. However, this idea is
contradicted by the studies of Sherbino et al. [22] and
Norman et al. [23], who showed that faster diagnoses

were more often or just as often correct as slower diag-
noses. This implies that fast (or faster) reasoning cannot
be equated to faulty reasoning and actually may lead to
excellent diagnostic performance. It has also been sug-
gested to only slow down when necessary to make sure
that correct diagnostic processes are not disrupted; how-
ever, it seems that clinicians often do not know when
they would require extra time or help. This was shown
in a study by Meyer et al. [24] where clinicians’ confi-
dence and their intention to request for help (e.g. from a
colleague) did not correctly reflect their diagnostic
accuracy.
Despite these arguments, diagnostic errors are still pri-

marily attributed to fast diagnostic reasoning [10, 15, 16,
20, 21] and the overall view of diagnostic errors has not
shifted much. An important limitation of the studies
showing that faster diagnoses were just as often correct
as slower diagnoses is that they used a between subjects
design and therefore can alternatively be explained by
assuming that faster participants were just better diag-
nosticians than slower participants [22, 23]. Additionally,
these studies only focused on correct versus incorrect
diagnoses and did not examine how bias-induced diag-
noses related to time to diagnose.
To determine how time to diagnose relates to diagnos-

tic error within subjects, we induced availability bias (by
using Mamede et al.’s methodological procedure for
bias-induction [6]). First, residents evaluated the accur-
acy of simple cases and subsequently diagnosed a similar
case with a different diagnosis. If they would provide the
same diagnosis as they had evaluated before, this was
considered an error due to availability bias. If they pro-
vided another incorrect answer, this was considered a
diagnostic error due to other reasons. We compared their
time to diagnose and confidence when they were correct,
incorrect due to bias or incorrect for other reasons. Fur-
thermore, we explored perceived case complexity and
mental effort invested in diagnosis, and determined resi-
dents’ confidence-accuracy calibration and resource use to
study how these measures would be affected by bias, the
effect of which was not examined by Meyer et al. [24].
We expected to replicate Sherbino et al. [22] and Nor-

man et al. [23]‘s findings, but now in a within-subjects de-
sign, and to show that faster reasoning was not necessarily
related to diagnostic errors. Specifically, we expected that
both bias-induced diagnostic errors and correct diagnoses
would be diagnosed faster than other errors. Furthermore,
we expected that confidence would be lower for both bias
errors and other errors than for correct diagnoses.

Methods
Design
The study was a two-phase computer-based experiment
with a within-subjects design (Fig. 1), based on a study
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by Mamede et al. [6] where availability bias was induced.
All methods were carried out in accordance with the
relevant guidelines and regulations. The experiment con-
sisted of two phases, with no time-lag between the
phases:
1) Bias phase: Residents were randomly divided into

two groups, who each evaluated 6 clinical cases with a
provisional diagnosis. Both groups saw four filler cases
(cases meant to create a diverse case mix and to distract
from the bias cases) and two biasing cases. The biasing
cases were different for each group: residents in group 1
saw biasing cases A (pneumonia) and B (hypercapnia)
and residents in group 2 saw biasing cases C (Hodgkin’s
lymphoma) and D (ileus) (Fig. 1). This way, the two
groups were biased towards different cases and acted as
each other’s controls in the test phase. Additionally, cre-
ating two groups allowed us to correct for case complex-
ity and increase generalizability.
2) Test phase: Residents diagnosed 8 clinical cases.

Half of the cases were similar to the biasing cases shown
to group 1; the other half were similar to the biasing
cases shown to group 2 (Fig. 1). Thus, residents diag-
nosed four cases for which they saw the similar case in
Phase 1 and four for which they did not, resulting in
four cases that were exposed to bias and four cases that
were not exposed to bias for each resident.

Participants
In total, 117 Internal Medicine residents in their 1st to
6th year of training participated (Table 1). Group 1 and
2 consisted of 57 residents and 60 residents respectively.
Residents were in training at one of the three participat-
ing academic medical centers: two in the Netherlands
and one in the USA. Residents from the Dutch academic
centers were recruited during their monthly educational
day; residents from the American academic center were
recruited individually (by APJO, MAS, and MP).

Sample size was prospectively estimated in G-power
[25]. We calculated sample size for an ANCOVA (ana-
lysis of covariance) with a medium effect size, a power
of 80%, an α of 0.05, 2 groups and 2 covariates. This es-
timation indicated that 128 participants would be
required.

Materials
Sixteen written cases (Fig. 1) were developed by one in-
ternist and diagnosed and confirmed by another intern-
ist who was not aware of the diagnoses of the first
internist (JA and GP). Cases consisted of a short history
of a fictional patient, combined with test results (Add-
itional file 1). Cases were designed in sets with the same
presenting symptom, but each case had a different final
diagnosis. Cases in each set were matched by superficial
details such as patient gender and age. All cases were
piloted (N = 10) to ensure appropriate level of difficulty.
All materials were available in Dutch and English. An
online questionnaire (Additional file 2) was prepared in
Qualtrics (an online survey tool).

Procedure
Residents received an information letter and were asked
to sign informed consent. They were told that the goal
of the study was to examine information processing dur-
ing diagnosis when evaluating diagnoses, and when diag-
nosing cases themselves.
In the first phase (bias induction), residents estimated

(on a scale from 0 to 100%) the likelihood that a pro-
vided provisional diagnosis was correct. All diagnoses
were in fact correct. This was followed by a test phase in
which residents were given 8 clinical cases for which
they had to provide the most likely diagnosis as a free
text response.
After diagnosing all cases, residents were shown the

history of each case again and were then asked to pro-
vide for each case the confidence in their diagnosis, their

Fig. 1 Study design and clinical cases shown in each phase
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perceived complexity, and their invested mental effort in
diagnosing the case. We also measured residents’
confidence-accuracy calibration by correlating their
average confidence and accuracy ratings. Lastly, we
asked if they had wanted to use additional resources to
diagnose the case.
Finally, we provided feedback by showing the cases,

the diagnosis the resident had provided, and the correct
diagnosis. For cases with a provisional diagnosis, we
showed the residents’ indicated likelihood of the diagno-
sis being correct and told them that all provisional diag-
noses had been correct.

Outcome measures
The independent variable was the type of bias exposure:
participants were biased to either cases A/B or to cases
C/D (Fig. 1). The main dependent variable was the final
diagnosis, which was defined as correct, bias error, or
other error. A bias error occurred when the diagnosis
from Phase 1 was given; other errors occurred when an-
other incorrect diagnosis was given (other error). A diag-
nosis could only be defined as a bias error if residents
saw the corresponding bias case in Phase 1 of the study;
otherwise their diagnosis was labelled” other error”.
Additionally, we calculated the frequency with which
residents mentioned the bias diagnosis of a case in the
control condition (when they did not see the bias case),
which had to be significantly lower than in the bias con-
dition. Otherwise, the ‘bias’ diagnosis could also be a
probable differential diagnosis, which prevented us from
concluding the error was made due to bias. This was
scored by two internists (JA and GP), who independently
assessed and assigned a score to all diagnoses. A score of
0 was given for incorrect diagnoses; a score of 0.5 was
given for partially correct diagnoses (e.g. the participant
answered sepsis, but the diagnosis was pneumonia with
sepsis); a score of 1 was given for fully correct diagnoses.
After the first ratings, their responses were compared
and discrepancies were resolved through discussion.
We measured time to diagnose in seconds spent on

each clinical case and confidence on a scale from 0 to
100%. We additionally measured case complexity [26]
and mental effort [27, 28], also on a scale from 0 to
100%. The confidence-accuracy calibration was
expressed by a goodness-of-fit (R2) measure through a
scatterplot of average confidence and accuracy per

resident. Finally, resource use was measured as the per-
centage of residents who wanted to use extra resources.

Statistical analysis
First, we examined whether the bias induction was suc-
cessful by comparing if the frequency with which resi-
dents mentioned the bias diagnosis in the control
condition (when they did not see the bias case) was sig-
nificantly lower than in the bias condition. This deter-
mined which comparisons we could analyze.
We then calculated the mean for time to diagnose,

confidence, complexity, and mental effort over all cases
for each error type. The time to diagnose variable was
scaled prior to the calculation of the mean to correct for
differences due to case length. This was done by calcu-
lating a grand mean from the individual means of all 8
cases and subtracting the grand mean from the individ-
ual means for time to diagnose. This indicated the num-
ber by which every individual time would have to be
corrected and resulted in the scaled times to diagnose.
Furthermore, per analysis we excluded residents for
whom a mean could not be calculated due to missing
values.

Statistical tests
We compared residents’ correct diagnoses, bias errors,
and other errors on time to diagnose, confidence, com-
plexity, mental effort, using two-sided repeated measures
t-tests. The originally planned ANCOVA was not per-
formed because we did not induce bias. We used three
tests to compare these types of diagnoses instead of one
encompassing test because such a test would unneces-
sarily exclude residents due to listwise exclusion. For
each instance of multiple testing, the alpha level was
corrected to α = .017 (.05/3) using a Bonferroni correc-
tion. Analyses were performed in Spyder (Python 3.7).
Additionally, for each significant result we calculated the
Cohen’s d [29] and the 95% confidence interval around
the mean difference. The relation between resource use
and diagnostic accuracy was evaluated using a repeated
measures binomial logistic regression in Rstudio (version
1.2.5003), for which we calculated the odds ratio.

Results
Bias induction
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed no
significant difference in the frequency with which the

Table 1 Participant demographics

Hospital N Age (SD) N (%) Female Years as resident (SD)

Erasmus Medical Centre (Rotterdam, Netherlands) 26 31 (3.5) 14 (54%) 2.2 (1.1)

University Medical Center Amsterdam (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 69 35 (2.5) 47 (69%) 2.5 (1.3)

University of Minnesota (Minnesota, U.S.A.) 23 29 (2.0) 12 (52%) 1.6 (1.1)
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bias diagnosis was given on cases that were exposed to
bias and cases that were not exposed to bias (p > .05).
Additionally, out of the 117 residents, residents infre-
quently mentioned the bias diagnosis (0–20 times for
any case). Because bias induction was unsuccessful, we
could not analyze bias error as a separate error type.
Therefore, we merged bias errors and other errors into
one category in the main analyses.

Main analyses
Residents were faster to reach a correct diagnosis than
an incorrect diagnosis, t (112) = 4.51, p < .001, 95% CI
[4.11 23.89], d = 0.37 (Fig. 2). Residents’ confidence was
higher for correct diagnoses than for incorrect diagno-
ses, t (112) = 8.75, p < .001, 95% CI [8.48 15.52], d = 0.89
(Fig. 3).

Exploratory analyses
Case complexity and mental effort
Residents found correct diagnoses less complex than in-
correct diagnoses, t (113) = 7.51, p < .001, 95% CI [5.49
12.51], d = 0.67, and invested less effort in correct diag-
noses as opposed to incorrect diagnoses, t (113) = 8.52,
p < .001, 95% CI [7.23 14.77], d = 0.81 (Fig. 3).

Confidence-accuracy calibration
Residents’ confidence-accuracy calibration trend line
(Fig. 4) for average accuracy and confidence achieved a
goodness-of-fit of R2 = 0.03, indicating that most resi-
dents were not well calibrated and that confidence-
accuracy calibration varied widely between residents.

Resources
Residents indicated they wanted to consult one or more
additional resources during diagnosis in 63% of the
cases. We performed a repeated measures binomial lo-
gistic regression in RStudio, using the glmer package
[30], to assess whether diagnostic accuracy was a pre-
dictor for resource use. We corrected for participant and
case repetitions. The model showed no significant differ-
ence in how often residents indicated they wanted to use
resources when they were correct (59%) versus when
they were incorrect (68%), b = −.204, SE = 0.18, OR =
0.82, p > .05.

Bias diagnoses
Despite the overall unsuccessful bias induction, in sev-
eral cases (opiate intoxication, hypoglycemia, tubercu-
losis, toxic megacolon) the bias diagnosis was given
more frequently (although not significantly) on cases
that were exposed to bias. Average time to diagnose and
confidence (Table 2) were calculated in the same way as
for correct diagnoses and other errors. We performed
independent measures t-tests for these analyses, because
the low numbers of bias responses would cause many
data points to be excluded in a repeated measures test.
Time to diagnose did not differ between bias errors

and correct diagnoses, t (122) = − 0.03, p = .971, but a
trend was present towards significance showing that bias
errors were diagnosed faster than other errors, t (92) =
1.75, p = .082. Conversely, confidence showed a trend to-
wards significance for residents to be less confident in
bias errors than in correct diagnoses, t (122) = 2.07, p =
.041, 95% CI [1.00 17.00], but no difference in confi-
dence between bias errors and other errors, t (92) = 1.53,
p = .130).

Discussion
In this study we examined how time to diagnose related
to diagnostic error. Because bias induction was unsuc-
cessful we could not analyse bias errors and other errors
separately. In line with our hypotheses, we found that
even within subjects, residents took less time when they
were correct and had more confidence in correct diag-
noses. With this increased confidence, we also saw resi-
dents found correct cases were less complex and
invested less effort in correct diagnoses. Additional ana-
lyses showed that residents’ confidence-accuracy calibra-
tion was poor and that accuracy did not influence how

Fig. 2 Mean time to diagnose (adjusted for case length) for correct
and all incorrect diagnoses (N = 113). Bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval
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often residents requested resources. Further exploratory
analyses of the bias errors were performed on the cases
with a (non-significant) effect of bias. Although the re-
sults should be interpreted with caution, it was interest-
ing that the results were in line with our hypotheses
about correct diagnoses versus bias errors. Residents
took equal amounts of time to diagnose correct and bias
diagnoses (Table 2) and we saw a trend for bias errors to
be reached faster than other errors. Contrary to our hy-
potheses, we found that confidence was similar between
bias errors and other errors (Table 2) and that there was
a trend for confidence to be lower for bias errors than
for correct diagnoses.
Our findings regarding time to diagnose support and

expand on the work of Norman et al. [23] and Sherbino
et al. [22], who showed that physicians who diagnosed
cases quickly were equally or more often correct than
those who diagnosed cases more slowly. We have now
shown that this applies on an individual level as well, i.e.
physicians were faster when they were correct compared
to incorrect, and that this cannot just be attributed to
faster physicians being better diagnosticians. Further in-
teresting insights come from the exploratory analyses
where bias-induced errors showed a trend to be diag-
nosed faster than incorrect diagnoses (Table 2). These
faster time to diagnose suggests that bias errors might
differ from other types of errors.

This study and others show that fast diagnoses are not
necessarily wrong and that correct diagnoses are not ne-
cessarily slow. The difference in time to diagnose be-
tween correct and incorrect diagnoses could partially be
explained by the differences in relative difficulty of the
cases: physicians could find some cases easier than other
cases and might solve those cases quickly and correctly.
The cases where they had more doubts would take lon-
ger. Although it is possible that this occurred in some
cases, the fact that residents were poor judges of their
performance, which was shown by their poor
confidence-accuracy calibration and the small difference
between use of resources for correct and incorrect diag-
noses, speaks against this explanation for all cases taken
together. This makes it unlikely that they consistently
sped up or slowed down for cases where they were cor-
rect or incorrect. It is therefore less likely that time to
diagnose for correct and incorrect cases can on average
fully be explained by differences in case difficulty. Other
causes of diagnostic errors need to be explored to gain
better understanding of the diagnostic process. One such
example would be knowledge deficits [13], which have
also been shown to reduce cognitive biases [31].
Although our finding that correct diagnoses are made

faster than incorrect diagnoses is not novel in itself,
there is still a need to demonstrate and emphasize this
finding: partially due to the pervasive notion that fast
reasoning is primarily a cause for errors despite the find-
ings of previous studies, and partially due to the limita-
tions of these previous studies, which are in part
overcome by the within-subjects design of the current
study. Moreover, even though it seems logical that fast
diagnosis is also a crucial part of the diagnostic process,
many interventions focused on reducing errors in diag-
nostic reasoning still recommend stimulating analytical
reasoning and slowing down the diagnostic reasoning
process. Research that tested such interventions and

Fig. 3 Mean confidence, complexity, and mental effort for correct and all incorrect diagnoses (N = 113). Bars indicate the 95% confidence interval

Table 2 Descriptive statistics for the time to diagnose (adjusted
for case length) and confidence

Error type Time (sec) Confidence (%)

M SD 95% CI M SD 95% CI

Correct (n = 96) 115 49.89 105–125 63 18.58 59–66

Bias (n = 28) 115 45.23 98–133 54 19.28 47–62

Other (n = 64) 136 54.85 122–150 47 20.37 42–52
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educational strategies (such as the SLOW tool [32], gen-
eral debiasing checklists [33] and cognitive forcing train-
ing [34]) did not show improved diagnostic accuracy
[35]. Therefore, these interventions could result in harm
because they would target both bias errors and correct
diagnoses. It could be that reconsidering correctly diag-
nosed cases would result in more diagnostic tests and
consequently overdiagnosis, which could also be harmful
for patients [36].
The obvious solution would be to slow down only

when necessary. However, this study confirms Meyer
et al. [24]‘s finding that clinicians’ confidence is not well
calibrated with accuracy and they do not ask for add-
itional resources when necessary, whether they are resi-
dents or experts. Further, correct diagnoses and bias
errors were similar, which makes it hard to differentiate
between them. This suggests it would be difficult to use
the concept of fast versus slow reasoning to detect diag-
nostic errors. Additional research is necessary to identify
means to improve clinicians’ calibration, for example
through feedback [37].
This study has several strengths and limitations.

Strengths are that our study is a multi-center study with
a randomized within-subjects design, which made the
residents their own control and reduced variance be-
tween subjects. We additionally induced bias prospect-
ively instead of assessing it retrospectively, which avoids
issues like hindsight bias [38]. However, not all residents
were vulnerable to bias and because we ended up with a
small number of bias errors we were unable to replicate
the induction of availability bias in Mamede et al.’s study
[6]. This limited the analyses we could perform, because
residents could only be biased to 4 cases at most, so the
computed means for time to diagnose and confidence

sometimes contain only one value for a resident, making
the exploratory analyses less robust. However, we
thought it best to be strict in our definition and selection
of bias responses in order to approximate errors due to
bias as closely as possible. It is unclear why bias induc-
tion was unsuccessful. One explanation is that the cases
we developed to induce bias had many possible under-
lying diseases: this could have resulted in there being
many possible differential diagnoses, which may have in-
duced some analytical reasoning.
A further limitation is that our sample included a rela-

tively large range of years of experience. It could be that
the effects of time to diagnose and confidence are differ-
ent for different levels of experience. This should be
studied in a follow-up study. A final limitation is the use of writ-
ten case vignettes: these limit the ecological validity of the study
and do not allow residents to look up extra information while
diagnosing the case. However, written cases provided the best
way to prospectively induce bias and have been shown to offer
a good approximation of real clinician performance [39, 40].
In conclusion, this study shows that correct diagnoses

are reached faster than incorrect diagnoses and that this
is not due to faster physicians being better diagnosti-
cians. This indicates that fast diagnostic reasoning un-
derlies correct diagnoses and does not necessarily lead
to diagnostic errors. Exploratory analyses indicate that
this might be different for diagnostic errors caused by
cognitive biases, although more research into the charac-
teristics of cognitive biases would be necessary to deter-
mine this. Both diagnostic error interventions and
educational strategies should not promote focusing on
slowing down to reduce errors and the common view of
fast reasoning primarily being a cause for errors should
be reconsidered.

Fig. 4 The relationship (linear trend line) between mean accuracy and mean confidence over all cases
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